All Poly Skids are
not created equal!
It’s true. You can buy other poly skids. But, If you’re
interested in the long term profitability of your operation, you’ll
want to get the facts before you spend your hard earned money.
Poly LastTM combine skids from Poly Tech are designed to fit
better and wear longer than any other poly skid.

Other poly skids can fit poorly causing a gap between the poly
and the steel. As dirt and trash are trapped, a packing effect begins
to push the poly even further away from the steel. The distance
between the poly and the steel (as much as 1/2" or more) is what
keeps your cutter bar from reaching it’s optimum cutting depth.

The fact that longer wear life is better is simple enough. What
most people don’t think about is: Why fit is so important! The
primary purpose of poly skids is to allow your header to ride
directly on the ground without sticking or pushing. This allows
you to harvest more of your crop, especially the portion growing
closest to the ground. The cutter bar reaches it’s optimum cutting
depth just above the surface of the ground. Very much like a
quality razor produces a close shave, you want to eliminate as
much stubble as possible.

Poly LastTM skids have a glove fit to eliminate the gaps that cause
problems. Your combine head is free to ride the ground and your
cutter bar can reach its optimum position next to the ground. Your
crop goes where it belongs: in your grain tank and ultimately in
your bank account.
Poly LastTM Combine Skids

FIT BETTER &
WEAR LONGER

Cutting close means
more beans in the bank!
Does it make sense to pay $100 or even $200 less for a “bargain” only to walk across your field after harvest and see
thousands of dollars of your crop still lying in the field?
If you harvest a minimum of one extra bushel per acre, which
you can sell for $8.00 per bushel; and you’re harvesting 600 acres;
Is it worth $4800.00 to invest a little more in Poly LastTM
combine skids?

Use this formula and do your own math. The numbers will be
different for everyone. But, the results will always improve your
bottom line. WE GUARANTEE IT! If not, you have every right to
return the product for a full refund or exchange. These are the
facts. We don’t cut corners to produce a cheaper product. We
design and build products that work. If quality matters then you
need a Poly LastTM product.

www.polyskid.com

